
OCCASIONAL NOTE.
:o:o:-

The Journal Asiatique for January, 1883, laid before the public

a short article entitled Quelques Notes de Lexicologie Malaise. Ad-
ditions au Dictionaire Malais-Frangais de VAbbe Favre, par M.
Marcel Devic. The notes which M. Devic offered as a contribu-

tion to a future supplement of Eayre's Malay- French Dictionary

include a meagre list of thirty words only, and these seem to have

been collected during a perusal of the Sajarah Malay u, in the

course of which the contributor discovered what seemed to him to

be omissions in the dictionary.

M. Devic is known to us by a translation of the Sajarah Malay u,

in which, however, the explanatory and critical notes are few and

unimportant.

The dictionary of the Abbe Favre found a champion at once in

M. Aristide Marre, who, in a paper which occupies twenty pages

of Le Museon (No. 2 of 1883), examined critically M. Devic's con-

tribution. Each note is dealt with in turn, and if M. Marre is

always right, M. Devic, with whomhe seldom or ever agrees, must
be almost invariably wrong. But the criticisms of the writer in

Le Museon seem to be often less happy than the suggestions of the

contributor of the Journal Asiatique . The word urdi, which occurs

in the Sajarah Malaiju, has occasioned some discussion ; M. Devic
thinks those wrong who have derived it from the English word
" order," and supposes that, when the chronicle describes Albu-
querque as going to Europe for urdi, it is an armada that is meant.

M. Marre points out that, besides " order " in English and Dutch,

urdi may possibly be referable to ordem, ordens, in Portuguese.

There is little to be said for M. Devic's emendation, but it is not

necessary, on the other hand, to agree with M. Marre that le mot
" urdi " est Malais. He will find it to be Hindustani quite as much,
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The Sepoy in British India calls his uniform urdi, i. e., the dress

which he has to wear by regulation.*

M. Marre is quite right when he tells M. Deyic that burong

ular and burong hambing do not mean oiseau des serpents and

oiseau des clievres, but oiseau-serpent and oiseau-clievre. His cor-

rection of the proffered translation of ber-budak is equally sound.

But why he finds M. Devic's translation of niaris lepas deri

tang an to be stupt'fiante is not so clear. The passage quoted evi-

dently means that the prince narrowly escaped dying of his illness.

Malay abounds with figurative expressions regarding death.

Neither of the disputants can suggest the real meaning of hain

manchong. M, Deyic says that manchong is equivalent to pancltong

and means a garment cut in a point. M. Marre gives manchong

up, and proposes to read ber-kain panjang. The phrase is descrip-

tive of a particular mode of wearing the sarong. Ber-kain man-

chong signifies to wear the sarong caught up short on the right

side and long on the left with one end hanging down in front. It

is considered a sign of ostentation. It is incorrect to confuse man-

chong with munchong, as M. Marre does. Muncliong means the

snout or muzzle of an animal, e. g. }
of a pig or dog. If applied to

the human nose, it means "protruding," not necessarily " aquiline."

Eavke and Klinkert have misunderstood a phrase in which the

word occurs. (Malay Proverbs, Supra, p. 81, No. 269.)

I have not referred to the Sajarah Malayu to consult the text

which the expression limau mangkar occurs. M. Deyic does not

find mangkar in Fayre's dictionary, and suggests that it may be the

name of a country. M. Marre rejects this idea, and prefers to

regard the word as a description of a particular variety of limau. It

would not need a great stretch of the imagination to suppose that,

by a clerical error, mangkar might have been written for mangkasar,

Macassar, and, if this is allowable, here is the name of a country

at M. Deyic's service. But mangkar (cf. mangkaX) as applied to

fruit, has a meaning of its own ;
durian mangkar is a durian which,

though to all appearances ripe, is hard and uneatable inside. Limau

* Warcli is found in Shakespear's Hindustani Dictionary and there said

to be derived from the English and to mean "word, order."
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manghar may be equivalent to Umriu manykal, a green lime just

picked, but I do not know if this interpretation will agree with the

context.

M. Devic would like to derive the Malay words tuan and Mai
(a title), fron the Persian, while M. Marre, with much reason,

points out that a Malay dictionary would be hardly the place for

suggestions of this sort. Why does M. Devic fix upon tuan

(which he refers to the Persian tuivanisten, to be able ; tuvdna,

powerful ; tmvan, force, power ) and leave unnoticed the pronoun ^A
ini, this (Persian, ^.1 in, this) ?

It is not necessary to examine in detail the other words in the

list, and the various remarks made about them by both writers.

It may be pointed out, however, that the word cJij, which Favre
writes balit, is really belit (compare lilif). Ber-jalan dua tiga belit

signifies, as M. Devic states, " to take two or three turns in walk-

ing," but both he and M. Marre, by following Favre's spelling,

give an incorrect idea of the pronunciation of the word.

Favre's Malay-French dictionary may, no doubt, be supplement-

ed by hundreds of words, but they will be gathered probably from

colloquial intercourse with Malays, and from books not con-

sulted by the E-everend Abbe. The Sajarah Malay u, which is one

of the authorities most often quoted by the Abbe Favre, was not

likely to furnish M. Devic with much material for new lexicologi-

cal notes of value.

W. E. M.


